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 Render+ 
 Polymer Modified Dry Mix Render 

 
Polymer modified Render+ is a lime-free cement render suitable for coating a variety of dimensionally stable 
masonry substrates including AAC blocks, concrete and brick and blockwork. Manufactured without 
Hydrated Lime to exacting specifications, this consistently proportioned dry-mix is composed of evenly 
graded and washed sand, proprietary polymer additives and general purpose Portland Cement conforming 
to Australian Standard 3972. 
 
Render+ is a reliable surface for overcoating with acrylic textures and paints. Render+ proprietary additives 
improve strength and allow for ease of application and improved water repellent properties. 
 

 
Advantages 
Render plus polymer for strong adhesion. 

Ready for paint in 48 hours. 

Fast and easy to apply – just add water. 

Reliable surface for overcoating with acrylic textures and paints. 

Water resistant and water repellant. 

Excellent adhesion to dimensionally stable masonry substrates. 

Tough, long term exterior protection. 

 

 
Product Attributes 
Uses 

Recommended for: Rendering interior and exterior locations. 

Application over brick, block, concrete, AAC blocks and panels, tilt up and off-form 
concrete. (Substrates must be properly prepared.) 

As a base coat for roll on textures and acrylic coloured renders. 

For more information on suitable uses or uses that are not listed above, please 
contact a Westbuild representative. 

Performance Residential and commercial. 

Yield A 20kg bag of Render+ with 4 litres of water will yield approximately 4 litres. 

Coverage  1 20kg bag will cover approximately 1.6 – 2.0m2 at a coating thickness of 4-6mm. 
Actual coverage rate will vary according to substrate preparation and application 
technique. 

Packaging  20kg Westbuild Rainproof (PE) Packaging (50 bags per tonne). 56 bags / pallet. 

Shelf Life & Storage  Render+ is packaged in Westbuild Rainproof™, (PE) packaging and has an 
extended shelf life. The product can be stored outdoors in the original, unopened 
packaging. 
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Technical Data 
Product Identity Form: Grey Powder 

Pot Life                     Setting begins after 60-90 minutes (at 25ºC substrate and ambient temperature). 

Setting Time 
Drying Time 20°C 3 - 8 Hours 
Curing Time 20°C 48 Hours 

Drying time will vary depending on ambient temperature, relative humidity and residual moisture in the 
substrate. 

 
 

Installation 
Surface Preparation  Cleaning: Surfaces to which Render+ is applied, should be clean, sound, free of 

dust and loose particles.  Cement laitance, oil, grease, mold release oil or curing 
compounds must be removed from concrete or masonry surfaces by using a wire 
brush, bush hammer, scabbler, grit blaster or other means. 

 Filling/Screeding: Large defects and hollows in the substrate can be first filled and 
screeded with Render+ to a maximum thickness of 8mm, prior to subsequent 
application of Render+. 

 Wetting: Dry brick and masonry substrates should be wet down with clean water 
before application of Render+. DO NOT APPLY Render+ until the free water has 
been absorbed by the substrate and the wet appearance has receded. 

Sealing: Highly porous substrates such as AAC should be sealed prior to application 
of Render+. Use one coat of Westbuild PROTM Flexible Additive & Fortifier mixed 
with equal parts water to control suction and adhesion. 

Key-coating: Pre-existing cured render and difficult substrates, such as smooth 
dense concrete, require a key coat prior to application of Render+ to ensure optimum 
adhesion. This can be achieved by mixing Render+ into a slurry with minimum 1 part 
Westbuild PROTM Flexible Additive & Fortifier to 3 parts water. Apply the slurry with 
a spray-gun, sponge, brush or roller. Allow the key coat to dry for 24 hours before 
applying Render+. 

Masking: It is important to mask all surrounding surfaced to avoid contact with wet 
render, especially aluminium window frames and glass. 

Shading: During application, the temperature of the substrate should not be below 
5°C.  To avoid high surface temperatures, it is advised to shade area during the 
period of application. 

Mixing  Add Render+ powder to water at a rate of 20kg per 4 litres of cool, clean water, while 
stirring vigorously, preferably using a mixing machine. Continue mixing for a 
minimum of 3 minutes until fully mixed and a trowelable consistency is reached. 
IMPORTANT: allow the mix to stand for 3-5 minutes and then re-mix and adjust to 
desired consistency. 

Note: In all cases Render+ powder must be added to water. 
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Application  Apply the mixed Render+ to the prepared substrate using the traditional hawk and 
trowel method.  

Layer Thickness 
For best results, apply Render+ at 2mm to 4mm thickness per coat. Render+ should 
not be applied in a single coat greater than 8mm thick. 

 

Application 
thickness: 

Minimum 2mm 

Maximum 8mm 

Application Temperature 

Application 
temperature: 

Minimum 5°C, and increasing 

Maximum 35°C 

Finishing  Render+ can be shaved flat, floated and sponged. 

Drying Drying time is 3 – 8 hours under normal conditions. Drying time is dependent on 
weather conditions, ambient temperature, relative humidity and the residual moisture 
in the substrate.   

Render+ should be sheltered from extreme cold, extreme heat, wind, rain and 
moisture for 24 hours. 

Curing  Once Render+ has reached initial dry set, it is important to facilitate curing by 
regularly re-wetting the render 2 to 3 times per day with a fine mist spray of clean 
water for 2 days. This is especially important during hot and/or windy conditions. 

Cleaning  Render+ should be removed from tools and equipment whilst the material is still wet. 

Applying Coatings  Render+ is specially formulated without the addition of Hydrated Lime and is 
therefore readily overcoated with acrylic paints, texture finishes and lime washes 
after 48 hours and re-wetting as per above Curing instructions. 

Before the application of any coatings, the dry Render+ installation should have a 
moisture content of less than 15%WME. 

Render+ should not be left uncoated for an extended period of time. Render+ should 
be coated or painted as soon as possible within 28 days after full cure. 
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Attention Render+ should not be applied when the temperature is below 5ºC or 

greater than 35ºC or in very hot or windy conditions. 
Render+ should not be applied during freezing conditions or subjected to 
freezing temperatures while curing; always consider that masonry can be 
much colder than ambient air temperature. 
Render+ should not be applied on exposed masonry if rain is imminent. 
Protect from heavy rain for at least 8 hours after application. 
Render+ should not be applied more than 8mm thickness in any given 
application. If total required coating thickness is to exceed 8mm, contact a 
Westbuild representative. Reinforcing mesh is required for total 
thicknesses greater than 20mm. 
Always mask surrounding surfaces to avoid contact with wet Render+, 
especially aluminium window frames and glass. 

Render+ must be overcoated with a suitable product within 28 days of 
application. 
Once Render+ has reached initial dry set, it is important to facilitate curing 
by regularly re-wetting the render 2 to 3 times per day with a fine mist spray 
of clean water for 2 days. This is especially important during hot and/or 
windy conditions. 
Movement and Expansion joints should be provided as per the current 
Australian Standards as at the time of installation. 
New concrete surfaces must be at least 14 days old prior to application of 
Render+. 
If the substrate onto which Render+ is applied moves or cracks, reflective 
cracking may occur in the Render+ coating. 
NOT SUITABLE for use over fibre cement sheeting such as blue board. NOT 
SUITABLE over previously painted surfaces. NOT SUITABLE for swimming 
pools. 

 
Risk All cement-based products are alkaline and can cause irritation. This product is 

considered hazardous according to criteria of Work Safe Australia. A dust mask 
should be worn when handling the material. Continuous or extended contact with 
this product may cause irritation, as well as respiratory issues such as bronchitis 
or silicosis. Contact with the eyes and repeated and prolonged skin contact 
should be avoided. 

 
Safety Precautions A dust mask should be worn when handling the material. Contact with the eyes 

and repeated and prolonged skin contact should be avoided. 

 
Technical/Safety Data TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS (TDS) AND SAFETY DATA SHEETS (SDS) are 

available on request and should always be referenced before handling this 
product and before the commencement of any works. A WESTBUILD 
Representative is always available should you require further information. Visit 
our website for further information on the use of this product and suitability for 
your application. 
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Related Products Westbuild PRO™ Flexible Additive & Fortifier 

Westbuild PRO™ General Purpose Primer 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that products are used in accordance with the Westbuild Products Pty Ltd instructions for 
use, and Australian Standard procedures in applications for which they are intended. Westbuild Products Pty Ltd and its associated 
companies cannot guarantee and are not liable for the use of their products outside of Australian Standards guidelines and the 
Westbuild Products Pty Ltd instructions for use. The technical details and recommendations contained in this data sheet are given in 
good faith and represent the best of our knowledge at time of printing. Freedom from patent restrictions should not be assumed. 
 
WESTBUILD CONTACT DETAILS 
PHONE: 08 9309 2029     
FAX: 08 9302 1129 
Email:technical@westbuildgroup.com 

mailto:technical@westbuildgroup.com

